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Arrow Slim profile SlS led STrip liGHT

Leading lighting specialist Sensio is 
pleased to present its Arrow Slim 
Profile SLS LED Strip Light, one of 
the innovative LED lighting solutions 
showcased in its recently-launched 
kitchen and bedroom lighting 
catalogue. 

Featuring pioneering SLS (Surface 
Light Source) technology, Arrow 
contains a unique configuration of 
diffusers that evenly distribute light, 
resulting in no visible LED points. 
The technology also enables Arrow 
to achieve a high lumen output of 
up to 958lm (for the 570mm, cool 
white fitting) and optimum light 
cast with its wide beam angle, in 
addition to boasting an impressive 
lifespan of 18.5 years.

Available in ‘cool white’ and 
‘warm white’ colour temperatures, 
Sensio’s Arrow Slim Profile SLS LED 
Strip Light is the ideal solution for 
both contemporary and traditional 
kitchens, going virtually unnoticed 
due to its slim 13mm profile. 

Available in two lengths 
measuring 300 and 570mm, each 
Arrow strip light can be interlinked 
with no visible joins, resulting in 
a sleek, seamless appearance and 
achieving a maximum length of 
3600mm. Starter cables are available 
to be purchased alongside each 
run of strips in order for it to be 
connected back to the driver.
T 0845 0340 780
W sensio.co.uk 

cHicAGo TAble lAmp

The elegant Chicago table lamp 
is one of the signature fittings 
from Chelsom’s latest collection. 
Understated and timeless in its 
design, the art deco-inspired table 
lamp features a rectangular up and 
over arm, which joins the circular 
base with a stepped detail and is 
completed with a colour co-ordinated 
push switch housed in the base. 

A shallow bespoke shade is 
supported from above, surrounding 

an opal acrylic top diffuser designed 
to emit a soft, warm ambiant light. 

Available as part of a wider 
collection including wall and 
floor lighting, the Chicago range 
is offered in four standard colour 
finishes including Black Bronze, 
one of the striking new additions to 
Chelsom’s range of finishes adding a 
contemporary twist to the piece.
T 01253 831401
W chelsom.co.uk

HAlcyonpro liGHTinG

Avoid the installation costs and disruption 
associated with updating lighting within 
hotels, restaurants, bars or clubs with 
wireless lighting system, halcyonPRO. 
PhotonStar LED’s latest product is an 
energy-saving solution that provides 
dynamic colours, moods and scenes, and 
can be quickly and easily retrofitted with 
existing wiring. 

The optional halcyonPRO sensors monitor 
occupancy and daylight in rooms to adjust 
light levels and turn off unneeded lights. 
halcyonPRO luminaires, bulbs and light 
tape can produce a full range of colours 
and tuneable white light. It is optimised for 
circadian, emulating daylight for a healthier, 
happier stay for guests and visitors.
T 01794 526743
W halcyon-lighting.co.uk 
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